Museums and Info centres of the European Geoparks Network
MADONIE PARK
Cefalù Tourist Presidium
The Cefalù Tourist Presidium of the Madonie Park
body, a European Geopark since 2001, is in
Corso Ruggero, a short way from the main
piazza, where you can admire the splendid
cathedral erected in 1131 at the behest of the
first king of the Kingdom of Sicily, Roger II.
Cefalù, a town with a thousand resources, offers
those coming from far off an opportunity to roam
among sea, mountains and valleys, and also to
take an artistic-cultural itinerary; and it is
stupendous to be able to rediscover medieval
Cefalù along the narrow streets in the historic
area today still paved in stone, exactly as in the
past, and the splendid portals, the steep streets,
the underpasses, etc.
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The Cefalù Tourist Presidium was created for the purpose of
furnishing a valid and very advantageous service to the tourist
coming to the town for the first time.
The Information Office provides a constant and thorough
service of assistance and tourist reception, distributes
information brochures and leaflets, and publicizes events in
the territory both at a local and a provincial level. It searches
for information in the Internet, furnishes timetables and
details on the transport services, and so forth. It gives
information relating to accommodation, catering, services in
the town, historical and artistic itineraries, nature itineraries,
exhibitions, events and other things. The information centre,
managed by a team of 11 assistants, being computerised is
also able to provide rapid information in English and French by
email.
The information point is subdivided into:
- gadget display area;
- park publications display area;
- Geopark display area, also computerised;
- information counter and book and gadget sale point;
- showcase of the various events taking place.
The office is open every day, from Monday to Sunday, 8.45 to
1.15 and 2.45 to 7.15. It is closed on the following days: 25
December, 15 August, 1 November, 1 January, Easter
Monday.
Contact
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Cefalù Tourist Presidium
Corso Ruggero, n.116
Tel. Fax. + 39 0921 923327
E-mail:cefalù1@parcodellemadonie.it
Madonie Park
C.so P. Agliata, 16 - 90027 Petralia Sottana (PA) Italy
Tel. +39 0921 684011 - Fax: +39 0921 680478
Website: www.parcodellemadonie.it

